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the law

of adoption
one phase of the development
of the mormon concept of salvation
1900
1830
18301900
gordon irving
As established in 1830 the church of jesus christ of lat
ter day saints was hardly a finished product although the
new faith possessed distinctive characteristics many significant
aspects of mormon thought and practice were revealed and developed in the years that followed among these was the law
of adoption which lay at the heart of the mormon conception
of salvation and which grew out of theological principles
taught by the founding prophet joseph smith these principles were given a special interpretation by brigham young and
his generation and were finally refined by a revelation announced by wilford woodruff in the 1890s which broadened
and universalized the concept of salvation which had been
preached in the church for fifty years
1844
THE MORMON CONCEPT OF SALVATION 1830
18301844

after joseph smith founded the then named church of
christ in april 1830 early members appear to have accepted
the traditional christian view of a heaven for the righteous
and a hell for the wicked salvation which was defined as
being attainable through faith in christ and baptism by imslon meant going to dwell with god after this life
mersion
mer sion
in february 1832 joseph smith and sidney rigdon proclaimed to the world a revelation declaring that every man
1

gordon irving is an historical associate for the historical department
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shall receive according to his own works his own dominion
in the mansions which are prepared
there were three
heavens or kingdoms of glory admission into any of which
constituted salvation only those few sons of perdition
would forfeit
who had committed the unpardonable sin
salvation entirely the revelation reaffirmed the existing position that baptism followed by faithfulness would qualify one
to dwell with god and angels in the celestial kingdom 2
mormon respect for divine authority and the importance of
doing things in the lord s way early led them to conclude that
mankind was acting without authority in religious matters
and had been since the apostolic age this concern led to
the idea of adoption as a means of bringing contemporary
humanity into the kingdom of god the first written exposition of the doctrine of adoption by baptism of the living appeared in parley P pratt s A voice of warning published in
aliens might become citizens of the kingdom of
1837
god elder pratt declared through the process of adoption
which could be accomplished through baptism preceded by
faith and repentance and accompanied by the holy ghost 3
but if entrance into the kingdom depended on baptism
only a small portion of mankind could be saved since most of
the human family had lived and died at a time when the gospel
and the priesthood were not on the earth this was an uncormons because they believed that god
tenable position to mormons
is no respecter of persons the prophet joseph had taught in
early 1832 that the gospel was taught to the dead dac
d&c 76
but did not discuss the question of whether the dead
73
needed to be baptized however this left unsolved the question of how one baptizes the dead if baptism is necessary for
salvation 4
doctrine and covenants of the church of the latter day saints kirtland
pp
ap 225
31 see dac 76 in modern LDS editions
1835
22531
3parley
sparley P pratt A voice of warning and instruction to all people conparley
taining a declaration of the faith and doctrine of the church of the latter
cormons new york 1837 pp
ap 103
04 also
day saints commonly called mormons
10304
orson pratt the kingdom of god part 11
II pp
ap 1122 in A series of pamphlets
liverpool 1851
thomas ward the law of adoption millennial
see also joseph smith as cited in the history of
star 4 1845
1843 17
19
1719
18431719
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints B H roberts ed 7 vols
2nd ed rev salt lake city 1969
and
658 cited hereafter as HQ
HC and david
reflections on the economy and ordinances of the kingdom of
H kimball
god millennial star 8 184625
1846 23
184623
warren A cowdery discusses the question of salvation for the dead in
latter day saints messenger and advocate 3 1857
1837 471 523 joseph smith
1837471
reiterates the d&c
7673 point in much less detail in the elders journal of
dac
the church of latter day saints 1 1838
45
4 2243
43
18384243
183842

184317
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in 1836 he announced as revelation that all who have
died without a knowledge of this gospel who would have received it if they had been permitted to tarry shall be heirs of
the celestial kingdom 5 but again he said nothing about baptism he offered a solution to the problem of whether the
dead need baptism in an 1840 letter to the twelve the saints
have the privilege of being baptized for those of their relatives
who are dead whom they believe would have embraced the
gospel 6 the impartiality of god the necessity of baptism
the opportunity of the departed to accept the gospel and the
principle that those who would have accepted the gospel in
life should be heirs to the celestial kingdom were all woven
into a generally applicable synthesis much broader than the
individual ideas themselves
in the early 1840s this concept of salvation through adoption by baptism was supplemented with a whole new level of
doctrine relating to a patriarchal order made possible by adoption through sealing when the concept of sealing first
emerged in the late 1830s joseph smith identified sealing
with election into the house of israel in september of 1842
he wrote of the need to link all the generations of the human
family through baptism for the dead 7 then in 1843 the
prophet announced that in the celestial glory there are three
heavens or degrees 8 salvation in the highest degree soon
known as exaltation was explained in terms of family ties
orson spencer writing in the 1850s asserted that god s own
family in heaven was the pattern by which he had organized
his children on earth parley P pratt saw the family not only
as the basis for the organization of god s children here on
earth and in the premortal existence but also in the celestial
kingdom as well 0
joseph smith already teaching as early as 1840 that families were in some way to be transformed into eternal units
sought to find what the welding link might be within a
2380 81
HC 238081

under date of 21 january 1836
letter dated 19 october 1840 in HC 4231

HC 5151
HCC 5392

d&c 131
dac
patriarchal

see also

liverpool
orson spencer
order or plurality of wives
pp
ap 1122 see also spencer s comments in letters exhibiting the
1855
1853
18531
most prominent doctrines of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
liverpool 1848 p 168 also parley P pratt celestial family orunpaged appp 1122 of no 51
ganization the prophet 1 1844
45
511 reprinted
184445
in millennial star 5 1845
189 94
184518994
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year after announcing in 1842 that the tie was baptism for the
dead the prophet presented a more adequate way of joining
families together A man could be sealed to his wife and
after death god would recognize the validity of their union
in the same way parents and children could also be bound together in an eternal family unit through special sealing orcormons in
dinances
din ances soon to be made available to faithful mormons
the temple being built in nauvoo 10
god according to mormon belief had joined adam and
eve for eternity as husband and wife and placed them at the
head of the
tile human family since their union was effected by
tiie
the authority of god their children were natural heirs of the
priesthood and were born in the covenant and recognized
by god as legitimate members of his family and legal heirs to
his kingdom
As each new family came into being it became
another link in the chain of families stretching back to adam
who was linked to god thus the family of god became
more than metaphor
exaltation depended on being part of that chain while
one could reach the celestial kingdom by being baptized and
enduring to the end one had to be sealed to enter the highest
level of heaven still though the prophet taught his followers that he had received power to seal men and women and
parents and children the newly sealed families would not
automatically be part of the priesthood joined chain of families extending back to father adam since no new links had
been added to the chain for more than a thousand years inasmuch as the priesthood had been lost through apostasy a
new and higher law of adoption was presented whereby
mormons
cormons could be grafted into the patriarchal order thus
and acquiring the fathers in the
becoming legal heirs
priesthood necessary to link each one to the chain of families
built up in the days of the patriarchs 12 adoption in this sense
parley P pratt recalls smiths conversing with him on the subject of the
1839 40 in the autobiography of parley parker
eternal family in the winter of 183940
pratt new york 1874 p 329 HC 550107
5501 07
orson pratt sermon journal of discourses 158 HC 338687
3386 87
wilford woodruff reports that brigham young taught in a sermon in
1847 that as all the gospel ordinances administered since the apostasy were
illegal so also were all the marriages performed without force and that all
men had to be adopted into the priesthood in order to become sons and
legal heirs of salvation
wilford woodruff diary 15 august 1847 holograph wilford woodruff collection church archives the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah cited hereafter as CA
see DH wells sermon in millennial star 34 0887213
0187213
1872417
1872417 and brigham
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can be seen as an important part of the enlarged vision of the
kingdom of god on earth that came to joseph smith during
the nauvoo period
but while sealing was accepted doctrine by 1844 the
saints in general had little chance to become practically acquainted
quain ted with the sealing doctrine prior to the death of joseph
smith experience with the practice as well as clarification of
doctrine and procedure came only in the post joseph smith
period of mormon history
1846
18421846
THE LAW OF ADOPTION AT NAUVOO 1842

no

consensus exists with regard to the date when the first
adoptions were performed any conclusions as to whether the
ordinance was practiced during joseph smith s lifetime must
be viewed as tentative 13 it is certainly possible perhaps probable that joseph smith did initiate certain trusted leaders into
order as earlyas
ad
early
as 1842
adoptionary
the optionary
earleas
the history of adoption following joseph smith s death
is less a mystery in late 1845 it was decided that the temple
then under construction in nauvoo was sufficiently complete
to perm
it the administration of its ordinances to as many of
permit
the faithful as time would permit although adoptions were
performed there for nearly a month the forced departure of
the church leaders from nauvoo prevented the general membership from being adopted or having their own children sealed
to them
it would appear that while some prominent older men in
the church were allowed to have persons adopted to them
adoption was mainly restricted to those holding the apostleship
seventy four percent of those adopted excluding natural children and relatives were linked to apostles heber C kimball
willard richards john taylor or brigham young the
young discourse in journal of discourses 1618687
16186 87 as well as sermon by
heber C kimball reported in the journals of john D lee charles kelly
ed
ap 90
salt lake city 1938 pp
91 also of interest is a brigham young
9091
sermon reported in journals of john D lee p 81 and in the woodruff
diary 16 february 1847 see also lee s reminiscences in his mormonism
unveiled or the life and confessions of the late mormon bishop john D
st louis 1878 p 165 and a joseph smith sermon in HC
lee
6249
6244 54
6240
624954
624454
624054
see juanita brooks john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder scapegoat
glendale 1972
mormon
2nd
p 73 on the mor
on frontier the diary of
and ed
hosea stout juanita brooks ed qsalt
salt lake city 1964
1178 note 50
isalt
TBH stenhouse rocky mountain saints new york 1873 p 503 edward
tullidge history of salt lake city salt lake city 1886 p 637
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majority were young couples in their twenties and thirties although there was also a significant number of persons in their
forties some of the adopted would become well known saints
but only one or two ever occupied positions of the first rank in
the church the rest were apparently ordinary members of
the church 14
ADOPTION AS SOCIAL

1846 1848
experiment 18461848

eternal future in the first years after the departure from nauvoo the
cormons
doctrine was given a temporal interpretation as well mormons
saw adoption as making men not only fathers in the priesthood but also fathers in fact some adopted saints took the
surname of their new fathers john D lee for example at
times signed his name john D lee young inasmuch as he
considered himself to now be brigham young s son lee in
turn added his surname to the names of some of his adopted
children and even referred to their offspring as his grandchildren 15
mormons called each other may be
As interesting as what cormons
the social significance of adoption lay in what fathers and
children did for each other john D lee looking back after
thirty years characterized the ad optionary system as follows
1I was adopted by brigham young and was to seek his

although adoption was meant to secure one

s

temporal interests here and in return he was to seek my
spiritual salvation I1 being an heir of his family and was to
to share his blessings in common with his other heirs 16

the

sons were to give the fathers the benefit of their labor
while the fathers offered their children not only some measure
of security in the next world but counsel and direction in this
world as well
nauvoo sealings
dealings
1846 1857 bk A microfilm of holoSea lings and adoptions 18461857
graph genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city this document is apparently a compilation made from the

original manuscripts about 1870 there are apparently some omissions inasmuch as no adoptions to john D lee are listed while lee s journals and those
of others clearly show that persons were sealed to him very possibly there
are other omissions as well the discussion here is based upon what information was included in this copy
title page of john D lee s journal february to august 1846 holograph CA also entries for 10 january 1846 7 8 19 and 26 april 1946
ap 65
etc journals of john D lee pp
66 on the mormon frontier 1178 note
6566
didn t like his family to address him as father brig50 brigham young dian
ham as he felt father was a title more properly belonging to adam the
father of all he preferred to be addressed as brother brigham
lee mormonism unveiled p 197 lees italics
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circumstances of 1846 made such a practical application of the adoption doctrine particularly appealing to the
church leadership apart from problems of member loyalty
left over from the succession crisis which had followed the
murder of joseph smith the church was also faced with the
confusion inherent in breaking up homes and moving en masse
to an unsettled wilderness people had to be moved supplies
had to be found camps and temporary cities had to be
located and established morale not to mention faith had
to be maintained and always present was the uncertainty of
the church s future course in the midst of turmoil uncertainty and weariness mormon leaders were sufficiently impressed with the potential of adoption already part of the
mormon doctrinal system as a unifying force to take seriously its this worldly implications so in what can be viewed as
mornion society along
an
in experiment the organization of mormon
family lines was tried out on a small scale within the families
of the leaders part of this experiment was the expansion of
the ad
adoptionary
optionary system to include a larger number of people
As there was no temple in the wilderness there could be no
further formal adoptions this difficulty was overcome by
treating persons desiring to join one s family as though they
had already received the temple sealing later when a temple
could be built they would go through the formal ceremony 17
church leaders were not averse to accepting prospective
children into their families some actually encouraged the
saints to join with them hosea stout recorded on 13 july
1846 that apostle orson hyde desired all who felt willing
to do so to give him a pledge to come into his kingdom when
the ordinance could be attended to
apostle george A
smith admitted in february 1847 that he had lextioneered
with all his might to get people to join him 18
john D lee journal 9 august 1846

lee reports brigham young

as

saying with reference to sealing there will be no such thing done untill we
build another temple I1 have understood that some of the 12 has held fourth
an idea that such things would be attended to in the wilderness but 1I say
let no man hint such things from this time fourth for we will not attend to
an example of such postponed seal
Sea
dealings
lings till an other temple is built
sealings
ings as described in the text is found in brigham young s official diary entry
for 6 january 1847 thomas alvord had made covenant to be sealed to bro
sami
saml bent and attached to his kingdom advised him when a temple should
be built to have himself sealed to bent
manuscript history of brigham
young 18461847
p 493
salt lake city cl97l
1846 1847 elden J watson ed
c1971
letters of application for 275 persons to be members of young family appear
dealings
lings and adoptions 18461857
in nauvoo Sea
pp 78794
sealings
1846 1857 bk A ap
787 94
on
ap 9394
93 94
0 the mormon frontier 1178 journals of john D lee pp
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wilford woodruff describes in his journal the creation of
several

families

president brigham young met with his company or family
organization of those who had been adopted unto him or
were to be and organized them into a company out of which
may grow a people that may yet be called the tribe of brigham
and they did enter into a covenant with uplifted
hands to heaven with president young and each other to
walk in all the ordinances and commandments of the lord
our god
president heber C kimball organized his family company
this night at the council house consisting of about 200
persons 1I wilford woodruff organized my family company this night at my own house consisting of 40 men
mostly head men of families those that joined me entered
into a c ovenant with uplifted hands to heaven to keep
all the commandments and statutes of the lord our god and
to sustain me in my office 19

once such families were organized family meetings were held
in which children were given practical instruction as well as
exhorted to live better lives brigham young for example
called a two day family meeting in february 1847 during
chast ened his children because some were jealwhich time he chasteney
chastened
ous of others and because trouble had arisen over the practice
of plural marriage the president then explained to the group
how his family organization was intended to function between sessions of the family conference a dinner was served
on the second day there was a dance in the evening 20
the kimball family meetings as a general rule were held
on sundays and following apostle kimball s sermons the sacrament was administered to the group his family also held
several parties and dances 21
the family system was not only tested as a means of regulating community behavior at winter quarters but church
leaders also sought to take advantage of relationships established by adoption to make the trek westward more orderly
brigham young s announcement in january 1847 that companies crossing the great plains should be divided into hun
woodruff diary 18 19 january 1847
journals of john D lee pp
ap 75
95 woodruff diary 16
7595

17

february

1847

biography of joseph grafton hovey 181268
1812 68 p 95 helen mar whitour travels beyond the mississippi womens exponent 12 188ney
women r ex384102 whitney scenes and incidents at winter quarters womens
ponent 14 18858666
1885 8666
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deeds fifties and tens all with their respective captains foldreds
lowed by almost a year the organization of his own family
into four companies of ten 22 in the first company of 1847
more than a dozen men can be identified as members of brigham young s adopted family about the same number belonging to heber C kimball s group with a handful of others
in the families of apostles willard richards amasa lyman
and wilford woodruff counting fathers and sons a minimum
of one fourth the men in that company were bound by ties
of adoption 23
because of lack of supplies and equipment very few of
tile trip across the plains in 1847 among
tiie
the saints made the
those who remained behind that first year adoption also had
a part to play in terms of social organization before going
west brigham young disgusted by the lack of preparation of
cormons for the trip had announced that he was going
most mormons
to leave his adopted children on a farm where they could support themselves and leave others to do as they pleased with
their selfishness
the site selected for the farm lay
about eighteen miles north of winter quarters and was referred to as summer quarters or brother brigham s farm
isaac morley the eldest of young s adopted children was in
charge with orders to raise crops which could provision overland companies in 1848 heber C kimball followed brigham s example by leaving a number of his children in charge
of a kimball family farm 24
although mormon leaders had faith enough in the family
relationships set up through adoption to begin to organize
settlements and emigration in terms of family groupings a
large scale ad optionary order encompassing the whole membership of the church was not to be established since problems
soon arose which resulted in the abandonment of adoption as
a social experiment
difficulties began when it became apparent that adoption
gave one a special status and that not all the adoptedenjoyed
adopted enjoyed
john D lee journal

17

february 1846

based on the writer s comparison of the list of those in the pioneer
company with lists of adopted persons in nauvoo sealing and adoptions
howard egan s pioneering the west richmond utah 1917 and the journals of wilford woodruff and john D lee see the account of the kimball
family meeting upon arriving in the salt lake valley in egan pp
ap 107 116
and a briefer version in heber C kimball diary 25 july 1847 holograph CA
journals of john D lee pp
ap 130 132
36 see map following p 160
13236
on the mormon frontier 1189 note 56 270 note 50 273 24243
242 43 note 35
24
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the same status albert P rockwood for example as the
first son adopted to brigham young was given special responsibilities as described by norton jacob in a september
1846 journal entry
I have come to the conclusion that it is the policy and intention to put down every spirit in the camp of israel that
would seek to establish a selfish independence and that
brother rockwood is to be made an instrument to acBrig hams eldest son
com plish that thing as he is brother brighams
complish
by adoption well 1I say amen for there must be less
of that spirit before a proper union can prevail among the
1

saints

but others were less pleased than jacob with the authority
25
vested in rockwood 23

an

example of bad feelings in a family is the quarrel
between john D lee and andrew lytle both adopted sons
of brigham young
andrew little lytle was in the battalion and at the
request of brigham young 1I let his family have 258 worth
of goods and brigham said 1I should have my money when
little returned but I1 never got any of it little was also an
adopted son of brigham young and consequently did
about as he pleased

after lytle returned
the bishop
behavior 26

s

to

winter quarters lee took him before

court where each accused the other of improper

friction between parents and children was also apparent
at the summer quarters farm soon after the young family
took up residence there early in april of 1847 john D lee
acting as assistant to morley was a stern taskmaster and hard
words were soon traded within his family george laub one
of lee s adopted sons describes in his journal some of the
problems that arose after a trip to missouri to buy grain
thomas S johnson another son refused to turn over the corn
purchased there to lee swearing that he was not agoing
to be a negrow for john D lee any longer and that he was
going to work for himself
laub himself and lee quarreled
norton jacob record of norton jacob C edward jacob and ruth S
jacob eds
salt lake city 1949 p 25 on the mormon frontier 1129
149 152 lee mormonism unveiled
ap 16970
169 70
unzel led pp
lee mormonism unveiled p 198 A mormon chronicle the diaries
1848 1876 robert G cleland and juanita brooks eds 2
of john D lee 18481876
san marino california 1955 157
vols
15 7
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several times over lee s keeping what seemed to laub too
large a portion of the fruits of his son s labors 27
problems within the lee group were soon matched by problems between lee and other members of brigham young s
family at summer quarters young gave lee s children a special status when he told them that he wanted me and those
that belonged to my family to have what land I1 wanted to
21
members of the family also resented lee s efforts to
till 28
III
ill
lii
ili feelings were climaxed by a
make them work harder 111
fight after charles kennedy lured one of lee s young plural
wives away from him kennedy brought charges against lee
and a trial was held before the council in winter quarters
the court decided that lee was in the wrong and that he
should apologize not only to kennedy but to the entire summer quarters settlement part of the council s decision was
that any of lee s wives or adopted children who desired to
could leave him brigham young later upheld the verdict and
de
several individuals then deserved
solved covenants with lee 29
adoption as a system of social organization was troubled
not only by fathers who demanded too much of their sons
but also by some of the children who in turn expected too
much from their fathers brigham young noted in february
1847 that he hoped the day would come when his adopted
children would have to provide temporal blessings for me
instead of my boarding from 40 to 50 persons as I1 now do
A year earlier john D lee had had to leave almost thirty
of his family at mount pisgah for lack of means to take them
further west 30 whatever their feelings about their children s
demands even the leading members of mormon society were
in no position to support them
problems also arose because some of the brethren supposed
that adoption to one of the apostles would block the building
es for the spring of 1847 A morjohn D lee read the entrl
entries
ental
mon chronicle 146 george laub journal pp
ap 168 18081
180 81 typescript utah
state historical society library salt lake city utah
journals of john D lee p 145 and note
ibid pp
ap 183ff on the mormon frontier 127778
1277 78 woodruff diary
dealings
Sea lings and adoptions
9 december 1847 laub journal p 194 nauvoo sealings
1846
croooks view this as the end of the
1857 bk A p 803 kelly and broooks
18461857
2110
2710
urnald
journals
urnals

of

law of adoption which is accurate only if adoption is viewed merely in terms
of the social experiment of the 1840s
journals of john D lee p 83 woodruff diary 16 february 1847 lee
journal 31 may 1846 lee in 1848 was financially unable to help all his families emigrate to utah A mormon chronicle 125
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of their own kingdoms in theory the importance of adoption
tay
lay in the validation of one s sonship in the family of god
but some were more interested in being fathers and exercising
authority over others than they were in being sons of god
buli
building
ding or the gathering together of a large numkingdom bull
ber of people over whom one could rule in eternity enjoyed
a good deal of popularity brigham young complained
were 1I to say to the elders you now have the liberty to build
up your kingdoms one half of them would lie swear steal
and fight like the very devil to get men and women sealed
to them they would even try to pass right by me and go to

josephl
joseph
young countered such potential challenges to his authority
by warning that the best way to advance was by boosting
instead of trying to pass 31
up

one actual challenge to constituted authority was presented
the case of james emmett who was in charge of a church
colony in iowa and south dakota trouble there in 1846 resulted in emmett s being striped of his kingdom and him
and all his followers put under bishop miller it was brought
out a year and a half later at the trial of emmett that he had
tried to imitate the ad optionary order by binding to him by
12
covenant those over whom he presided 32
besides rebuking those who were overly eager to be rulers
brigham young also had to reassure those who were to be
ruled eliat
tliat adoption to the apostles would not block their
that
own progress in january 1847 for example he explained
by

said some men were afraid they would lose some glory if
they were sealed to one of the twelve and did not stand
alone and have others sealed to them A saint s kingdom
consisted of his own posterity and to be sealed to one of
the twelve did not diminish him but only connected him
according to the law of god by that perfect chain and order
of heaven that will bind the righteous from adam to the
last saint 33
1I

brigham young reported in february 1847 that joseph
smith had appeared to him in a dream and told him with
regard to adoption to tell the people to be humble and faithful and be sure to keep the spirit of the lord and it will lead
journals of john D lee pp
ap 80 88
89
8889
on the mormon frontier 1168
OK
294 95
69 29495
116869
manuscript history of brigham young p 505
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them right 34 adoption might have worked among the strong
willed
will
willedmen
men who had joined the church had they submitted to
edmen
however the decision of the
the quiet spirit of jesus
saints to assert their selfish independence destroyed any
possibility that an authoritarian hierarchical system such as
adoption could function successfully among them they were
not ready for adoption any more than they had been ready
for the law of consecration in the 1830s or would be for the
united order in the 18
1870s
70s
mormon leaders must have hoped that family life in adoption would bring their people together and enhance the
church s efforts to make a new life for the mormon community
in the west but while the experiment with adoption was
certainly not responsible for all the problems the church was
undergoing it could clearly be seen by the spring of 1848
that it had failed to produce the anticipated benefits confused
and unauthorized attempts to practice adoption had even
Mil lenial star editor orson
millenial
spread to great britain where millennial
spencer felt the need to warn the english saints that the advocacy of adoption was ill timed and uncalled for in the
and
present state of the british churches
andl actually perils
35
indirectly the salvation of those who are taught it 1135
adoption might be good doctrine but it had failed to work
as a principle of social organization with confusion at home
and abroad church leaders saw fit to discontinue the effort
to make the ties of adoption the basis of organization for the
mormon community
1848
18481877
1877
once mormon leaders abandoned adoption as a social experi ment their publicly expressed interest both in the doctrine
periment
and the practice appears to have fallen off sharply for some
time even so there are indications that adoption was not
altogether forgotten by the general membership of the church
ADOPTION IN ABEYANCE

p 529 on the mormon frontier 123839
1238 39 stout quotes joseph
in the dream as instructing the people to keep the quiet spirit of jesus
see also a report of the dream in millennial star 35 187559798
1875
1873
597 98
59798
1875597
187359798
orson spencer editorial in MIlen
millennial
nial star 10 1848138
1848
38 mormon
splinter groups were also having problems with adopt
adoption
on the strangites
Strang ites had
to discipline john C pennett
bennett for trying to gain influence through adoption
while there were also problems between the followers of lyman wight and
george miller in texas S S ivins research notebooks 223437
1548 49
2234 37 154849
holograph utah state historical society library salt lake city utah the
index to the ivins notebooks proved most helpful in locating many of the
sources which were used in preparing this paper
3434ibid

ibid

1873597
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between 1849 and 1854 the waiting list of those desiring
to join brigham young s family increased by 175 names 36 in
his short autobiography albert K thurber recalled that in
1850 benjamin F johnson approached him and in a round
about way proposed for me to be adopted to him
thurber
put him off by telling him 1 I thought it would be as well for
him to be adopted by me 37
others were curious about what duties the doctrine might
impose upon them andrew siler wrote to apostle parley P
pratt in 1851 to inquire if he coming to zion without parents
or relatives should be adopted to some church family pratt
who so often speculated about other aspects of mormon theology chose to answer the question in the deseret news with
an abrupt 1 I do not know
in printing pratt s response the
editor added that too much attention paid to the mysteries
31
would lead the saints to neglect more pressing duties 38
the adoption experiment of the late 1840s continued to
affect mormon society in the 1850s to some degree historian
edward tullidge concluded in 1886 that adoption explains
certain things which were done by the pioneers in relation
to the land question when they took possession of these
valleys and also many other affairs and features noticeable
in the community especially during the first ten years after
the entrance of the pioneers in 1847 39 such legal and economic aftereffects
after effects remain to be examined personal relations
also continued to be influenced by the adoption experience
john D lee s journals for example show that cordial relationships were again established in the late 1850s and the 1860s
between lee and some of the sons with whom he had so
much trouble in the late 1840s bad feelings apparently cooling with the passage of time 40
As time went on mormon leaders began again to preach
adoption from the pulpit adoption into the family of god
that one might be a legal heir to exaltation was still very much
nauvoo Sea
dealings
lings and adoptions
sealings

1846 1857 bk A pp
ap 794
800 aside
18461857
794800
from the 83 persons listed in
n 1852 only about two families per year entered
their names in the record no names appear after 1854
treasures of pioneer history kate B carter ed salt lake city 1956
3288
deseret news 11 january 1851 p 187
history of salt lake city p 638
cie
cle 1157 326 note 54 211 18 35 136 see also
A mormon Chron
chronicle
biography of joseph grafton hovey 1812
68 for description of relations within
181268
the kimball family
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a part of mormon doctrine As unpleasant memories of the
experiences of the 1840s faded brigham young and others
increasingly stressed the importance of adoption in mormon
theology for example in general conference in 1862 president young made reference to the principle that has not been
named by me in years As he would continue to do brigham
stressed the need to complete the chain of the priesthood
from adam to the latest generation
in one unbroken conti nuance
tinuance
still although adoption was necessary he did not
feel his people were ready for it
it is a great and glorious doctrine but the reason 1I have not
preached it in the midst of this people is I1 could not do it
without turning so many of them to the devil some of them
would go to hell for the sake of getting the devil sealed to
them
1I have had visions and revelations instructing me how to
organize this people so that they can live like the family
of heaven but 1I cannot do it while so much selfishness and
wickedness reign in the elders of israel 41

brigham young s sermons about adoption in later years were
somewhat more positive as he began to approach the subject
more in terms of spiritual and theoretical considerations and
less in terms of past failures
A point frequently made in sermons during the 1860s was
that the church had no place where adoptions could be performed although the endowment house had functioned in
salt lake city since 1855 for the performance of certain ordin ances president young was firm on the point that adopdinances
tions and sealings
sea lings of children to parents could not be solem
dealings
nihed there they were advanced ordinances of the priestnized
41
hood which could be performed only in a temple 42
once construction began on a temple in st george in 1871
church leaders again and again stressed the necessity of the
saints being adopted into the chain of the priesthood in order
to reach the highest glory of the celestial kingdom so they
would take advantage of the opportunity to be adopted and
have their children sealed to them once the temple was com41
pleted 43
brigham young sermon in journal of discourses 9269 also millennial

star 24 1862466
12
brigham young sermons in journal of discourses 10254 1216167
12161 67
1865 771 31
205
20504
16186 89 millennial star 27 1865771
1869
203 04
1618689
20304
186920304
1869203
D H wells sermon in millennial star 34 1872417
417
1872 147
4l7 brigham young
sermon in journal of discourses 16185
89 young in his sermons refers to
1618589
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1894
18771894
F
ADOPTION IN FULL FLOWER
LOWER 1877

sealing rooms of the st george temple were dedicated in january 1877 and wilford woodruff president of
the temple then recorded on march 22 that he had that day
adopted two couples to president brigham young 44 thousands of persons were thereafter adopted at st george as well
as in temples subsequently constructed with the beginning of
adoption on such a scale it became necessary to establish
policies to govern the practice the principal rules under
which adoptions W
ere performed are here summarized
were
1
sealing or adoption church policy directed that children of faithful members of the church not born in the covenant be sealed to their natural parents whether any or all
of those involved were living or not if natural parents had
mormons during life or had apostatized
not been baptized cormons
from the church their children were to be adopted to someone else the sealing of a person to a dead non mormon was
seen as being risky since the departed parent might not accept
the gospel in the spirit world such uncertainty about one s
position in the next life was unacceptable especially to converts whose parents had been strongly opposed to mormonism
during life
sea
sealings
lings of husbands
the same ruling applied in part to dealings
and wives if both were dead the sealing could be performed
whether the two had been members of the church in life or
not but if the widow of a non mormon came to utah as so
many did she was to be sealed to some good brother in the
church rather than to her late husband again the reasoning
was that the ladies risked their exaltation by being sealed to
those who might not accept the gospel in many cases this
meant that women become plural wives had the church permitted widowed converts to be sealed to dead husbands who
never joined the church there might have been a good many
fewer women participating in polygamy children of such
widows were to be sealed rather than adopted to their mother
and her new husband the dead husband was often adopted
to his wife s second husband to keep him in the family 45

the

adoption as the sealing of men to men
this should be understood as the
linking of generations inn the chain of the priesthood women and children
inasmuch as they are sealed to men are also part of the chain
woodruff diary 22 march 1877
JDT mcallister to john watson 27 may 1887 st george temple
letterbook
Letter book pp
ap 25556
255 56 holograph CA mcallister to J L dalton 15 january
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in selecting a new father those to be
free choice in

adopted were allowed to choose whomever they liked as their
new fathers church leaders were emphatic that one s freedom
of choice was not to be abridged going so far in a few cases
as to cancel adoptions because the person adopted had not been
advised of his rights not only was the choice to be freely
made but the initiative was also to be left with the person
43
seeking adoption 46
A man could be adopted either to a living
or dead person if he chose a living father he would then
write or speak to the man if he chose to be adopted to someone who had died he would apply to that person s heir
3 heirship members of families in the church were to
agree on a worthy male member of the family to be designated heir who would then manage the family temple work
41
for dead ancestors 47
in families of deceased general authorities of the church where so many applied for adoption the
heir had a special importance as at first he had to approve
such applications with the opening of new temples and the
increase in applications heirs were later permitted to delegate
such authority to the temple presidents 48
4 presidential control and approval joseph smith s basic
revelation regarding the sealing power vests full control of
temple work in the president of the church inasmuch as the
first three temples built in utah were at some distance from
book pp
12 wilford woodruff sermon
ap 211
letterbook
st george temple Letter
21112
54243
542
43 wilford
45
1894
54245
the law of adoption the deseret weekly 48 189454245
189454243
1894542
w1
lford woodruff letterbook
iford
woodruff to lorenzo snow 24 april 1894 wa
Letter book p
wilford
lii 15 may 1894 woodiii
ill
347 holograph CA woodruff to marriner W men
merrill
menill
1889

ruff letterbook
Letter book p 406 some were even uneasy about being sealed to their
parents who were in the church whose way of life would not qualify them for
the celestial kingdom JDT mcallister to franklin spencer 17 december
Letter book p 115 D H cannon to wilford wood1883 st george temple letterbook
ruff 19 august 1892 st george temple letterbook
Letter book p 23
james G bleak to L john nuttall 5 july 1893 st george temple
letterbook
Letterbook pp
ap 156
57 john taylor wrote the following to J S morris 15
15657
february 1887 you ask me to recommend you to some good man to whom
you can be adopted the better way will be for you to select some one for
yourself and if he be a man in full fellowship it will be agreeable to me
manuscript copy of letter in samuel roskelley genealogical and temple record
p 121 microfilm of holograph CA
JD
JDTT mcallister to abraham kimball 17 january 1882 st george
mball to mcallister 20 april 1882 pasted
15 KI
kimball
Letter book pp
temple letterbook
dball
ap 14
1415
to p 15 of st george temple letterbook
Letter book
see the following letters in st george temple letterbook
Letter book mcallister
to brigham young jr 19 january 1882 pp
ap 15
17 mcallister to wilford
1517
woodruff 20 january 1882 pp
ap 18
19 mcallister to joseph F smith 16
1819
february 1882 pp
ap 2930
29 30 brigham young jr to mcallister 22 february 1882
pasted to p 17 statement of H J richards 24 october 1882 and statement
of A A kimball 30 september 1882 both on p 57
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church headquarters presidents young taylor and woodruff
had to delegate a certain amount of this authority although
they attempted to maintain a close supervision and control of
temple work by selecting apostles as temple presidents president john taylor further tightened presidential control by
ruling that recommends for adoptions and some other ordincounter signed by him 49
ances were not acceptable unless countersigned
5
adoptions of dead relatives once the saints had their
own temple work taken care of they were eager to bring loved
ones into god s family as well but a mormon could have
adoptions performed back only one generation beyond the first
member of the family to join the church thus a convert
could have only his dead parents brothers and sisters adopted
to some family in the church while the son of convert mor
mons could go back one generation further to grandparents
uncles and aunts 50 had his parents not done the work many
mormons chose to have dead relatives adopted into
adopted cormons
the same family into which they had been adopted so all could
be together in the celestial kingdom
6 Ad
adoptionary
optionary practice an understanding of adoption
after 1877 is to be sought not only in the consideration of
policies but also in the study of statistics 51 over the period
more persons both living and dead were sealed to their own
parents than were adopted although there were important
differences between the sealing patterns for the living and for
the dead through 1893 there were approximately 19000
living persons sealed to their own parents while only 1200
were adopted many of those sealed were young children the
rest being the adult children of church members living persons adopted were in almost all cases adults whose parents
had never joined the church while it is possible that a signimormons after 1877 were second generation
ficant number of cormons
in the church it is also possible that many who under church
mcallister to L john nuttall 24 january 1882 st george temple
13 sepLetterbook p 22 john taylor to mcallister and david H cannon 15
letterbook
book pp
letterbook
tember 1884 john taylor Letter
ap 63334
633 34 holograph CA
see the following in st george temple Letter
book J D T mcallister
letterbook
to john rowley 21 february 1882 p 88 mcallister to wilford woodruff
27 february 1889 pp
ap 229
30 D H cannon to the first presidency 15 may
22930

JDT

1894 p 284

the

data upon which this discussion is based are found in annual statistical summaries of temple work on f ile
le in
n the church archives data relating
to numbers of persons adopted to general authorities were collected through
examination of temple records on film at the genealogical society library salt

lake city
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policy should have been adopted to someone failed to have the
ordinance performed for some reason
sea lings
dealings
with regard to work for the dead about 16000 sealings
were performed through 1893 as compared with slightly over
13000 adoptions this sharp divergence from the pattern of
sealing work for the living can largely be accounted for by
the nature of the groups for whom the work was done the
dead who were sealed were generally those who had died
during infancy or childhood while the dead who were adopted
were usually the parents brothers and sisters and other relatives of church members of whom there would be large numbers
A pattern of sealing work within each temple district is apparent when a new temple opened the faithful saints in the
area would eagerly take their children and the names of their
dead to the temple and have the necessary ordinances percormons and new immigrants arriving
formed less diligent mormons
in utah brought their children and names in after the initial
surge of enthusiasm had subsided this is not to say that
some did not make the trip to st george logan or manti
seeking tempie
temple work but the data suggests that most people
were satisfied or obligated by economic considerations to wait
until a temple opened fairly close to home
because of the great mass of data only the simplest statistical aspects of adoption will be examined here the records
show that 66 percent of the living and 77 percent of the dead
who were adopted were adopted to general authorities roughly half of those who were not adopted to general authorities
were adopted either to temple officials who were not general
authorities or to other prominent church officials living in
the area
most of the general authorities to whom considerable numbers of persons were adopted were apostles many having also
served in the first presidency of the seventeen apostles who
died in the faith prior to 1894 fourteen had persons adopted
to them of sixteen including the first presidency living
in 1894 only nine were so favored while none of the four
chosen between 1894 and 1900 had people adopted to them
related to this is the fact that of those adopted to general
authorities 60 percent of the living and 68 percent of the dead
persons were adopted to deceased general authorities partly
this reflects the respect of church members for the heroes of
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the mormon past but also it results from temple procedures
if a person were to be adopted to a living general authority
that church leader would have to be present for the ceremony
which was often difficult especially when none of the temples
was particularly close to salt lake city if no general authority were living or visiting in the area of the temple it was
much easier to choose a dead apostle or member of the first
presidency since someone else could stand proxy for him
convenience also partially explains who so many were adopted
to temple officials
of course other considerations besides convenience motivated the saints in their choice of fathers in the priesthood
local popularity and devotion had a part to play as evidenced
by the large number of adoptions to apostle erastus snow at
st george where he was the area s spiritual leader and at
manti where so many scandinavians honored him as the man
who opened their homelands
hom elands to proselyting in several cases
large numbers were adopted to dead general authorities in the
first year or two following their deaths reflecting a special
expression of devotion evoked by their passing more timeless
and general was the feeling for joseph smith the churchs
churche
greatest hero who led all others in the number of persons
choosing to be adopted themselves or to have their dead
adopted to him
ADOPTION

1894 1900
transformed 18941900

with the passage of time it became apparent that not
everyone was pleased with the policies governing adoption and
sealing one example of dissatisfaction is edward bunker s
statement regarding adoption in the early 1880s
1I believe it is a correct principle and when it runs in the
lineage it looks consistent but the adoption of one man to
another out of the lineage I1 do not understand and for that
reason 1I would not enter into it and adopting the dead to
the living is as adopting the father to the son I1 dont believe there is a man on earth that thoroughly understands the
principle if there is 1I have never heard it taught so that 1I
could understand it 1I believe it is permitted more to satisfy
the minds of the people for the present until the lord reveals
more fully the principle 52

biography of edward bunker holograph CA section including bunker
remarks on adoption follows the biography proper
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h ad been able to trace their ancestry back several generothers had
ations and must have felt that all their ancestors should be
able to be sealed or adopted to someone multitudes of good
people who had no chance to hear the gospel of christ in life
were they felt left out of the family of god

even the general authorities were troubled as is indicated
sea lings to non
dealings
by their desire to modify policies governing sealings
mormon parents and work for distant ancestors 53 their
feeling in this regard led to authorization for several members
of the church to be sealed to parents who had not been mor
mons in other cases adoptions already performed were canceled so that those involved could be sealed to their parents
apostle marriner W merrill noted in his journal in july 1893
that it had been decided that temple presidents were to use
their own judgment with regard to some of the policies governing sealing work in essence this meant the church was hesi51
tating midway between two positions 54
the problem was solved for the church by president wilford woodruff s announcement in the april general conference
of 1894 that he had received a revelation on adoption rather
than proclaiming the change in policy as a new departure
tile
lie was careful to point out that tiie
the revelation was based
tiie
on tile
the foundation laid by joseph smith he began his
discourse by having george Q cannon read section 128 of
the doctrine and covenants in which the prophet teaches the
need for a welding link between the generations of the
human family having so prepared the people to receive what
he might say the president went on
you have acted up to all the light and knowledge that you
have had but you have now something more to do than
what you have done we have not fully carried out those
principles in fulfillment of the revelations of god to us in
sealing the hearts of the fathers to the children and the children to the fathers I1 have not felt satisfied neither did
president taylor neither has any man since the prophet
joseph who has attended to the ordinance of adoption in the
temples of our god we have felt that there was more to
abraham H cannon journal 18 december 1890 photocopy of holograph
CA also JDT mcallister to J L dalton 15 january 1889 st george
12
ap 211
Letterbook pp
temple letterbook
21112
JDT mcallister to erastus snow 3 february 1888 st george temple
book p 87 wilford woodruff to M W merrill 4 april 1894 woodLetter
letterbook
lings and adoptions 1846
Sea
sealings
book p 293 nauvoo dealings
ruff Letter
ap
letterbook
1857 bk A pp
18461857
18 535
38 marriner W merrill diary 12 july 1893 holograph CA
517
51718
53538
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and
be revealed upon this subject than we had received
the duty that 1I want every man who presides over a temple
to see performed from this day henceforth and forever unless
the lord almighty commands otherwise is let every man be
adopted to his father
that is the will of god to this
1I say let every man be adopted to his father
people
and then you will do exactly what god said when he declared he would send elijah the prophet in the last days
we want the latter day saints from this time to trace their
genealogies as far as they can and to be sealed to their
fathers and mothers have children sealed to their parents
and run their chain through as far as you can get it when
you get to the end let the last man be adopted to joseph
smith who stands at the head of this dispensation this is
the will of the lord to this people and 1I think when you
come to reflect upon it you will find it to be true 55

president woodruff was declaring publicly that not only should
the saints be sealed to their own parents but that henceforth
they had to be sealed to them if they were to be sealed at all
inasmuch as previous church policy had been based on the fear
that many of the dead would not accept the gospel president
woodruff in announcing his revelation also broadened the
latter day saint conception of the preaching of the gospel in
the spirit world referring to joseph smith s teaching that all
who would have received the gospel had they heard it would
go to the celestial kingdom he added so will it be with your
fathers there will be very few if any who will not accept
the gospel 56
the president went to some pains to assure the people that
being sealed to one s parents rather than to one of the apostles
did not lower one at all indeed as president george Q cannon said when he spoke following president woodruff the
new revelation was seen as protecting the church from being
divided into tribes and clans each man having his own fol1 I57
lowing
the immediate response of the general church membership
appears to have been strongly favorable the only real problem was what to do about the more than 13000 souls most
of them dead who had already been adopted to persons other
text quoted taken
the deseret evening

woodruffe sermon was published in several places
woodruffs

from

news

the deseret weekly
14

ibid

y 48
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54144

see also

1894
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45
54445
1894 544
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than their natural parents after some consideration the first
presidency and the twelve ruled that these people should be
sealed to their own parents but that the old records should be
left standing any possible problems would be straightened
out in the hereafter 58
there was a great increase in the number of living and
dead sealings
sea lings to parents in 1894 and 1895 this suggests that
dealings
the saints almost immediately had great numbers of their dead
who had been previously adopted sealed to their own parents
in accord with president woodruff s directions perhaps some
of the living who had resisted adoption also now came forward gladly to be sealed to their parents and some part of the
increase is due to temple work for distant ancestors whose
names had already been collected by families interested in genealogy 59 the revelation on adoption also opened the way for
the organization of the church sponsored genealogical society
cormons could now do
of utah in november 1894 since mormons
sealing work for distant ancestors new interest was awakened
in genealogical research and the society was then set up to
make available to members records which would enable them
to seek out their ancestors 00
SUMMARY

consistent with the later day saint belief that the lord
gives revelation line upon line and precept upon precept as
needed and as the church is ready to accept it the mormon
concept of salvation was continually broadened and deepened
throughout the nineteenth century from a simple picture of
an afterlife divided into a heaven and a hell the saints went
on to learn of varying degrees of glory and finally of the godlike status of those who win exaltation originally seen as at
wilford woodruff and joseph F smith to david H cannon 4 may
Letter book p 383 abraham H cannon journal 14 june 1894
1894 woodruff letterbook
copy of notes made by JDT mcallister inn connection with interview with
book p 312
letterbook
first presidency 30 july 1894 st george temple Letter
of interest in this regard is joseph christenson s statement in utah
genealogical and historical magazine 28 1937
the general con149
at
1937149
ference in
in 1894 when president woodruff gave instructions concerning the
sealing of family groups 1I got to thinking of our records and family with
my father 1I went over the records we had and as he knew most of the people

recorded we were able to tabulate all names in family groups with the exception of about twenty names
see entries in the following journals for I1 november 1894 abraham
H cannon wilford woodruff franklin D richards holograph CA richard s journal 13 november 1894 describes the organization of the society
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gainable
tainable
tai nable through baptism which was eventually extended to
the unbaptized dead as well as the living salvation in its highest sense was later defined as available to those who were
sealed and adopted into the family of god with the 1894
revelation the doctrine of sealing was broadened to include
all the saints ancestors who had ever lived for fifty years
the policies governing adoption had meant that exaltation was
limited to the small patriarchal society that the church then
was and to a few thousand dead relatives of the saints now
with the new light received by president woodruff exaltation
was made available to millions of persons provided they accept the gospel and woodruff told his people that very few
cormons were now important not so
would reject it living mormons
much as fathers and heads of kingdoms but as agents acting
for the rest of the human family george Q cannon recognized the implications of the expansion of the law of adoption
as he spoke the following
the ordinance to which
allusion has been made by which children will be sealed to
their parents one generation connected with another and
the whole human family be brought within the family of
god to be his recognized and acknowledged sons and
daughters bound together by the power of the everlasting
priesthood and in the new system of salvation spread out
before us in the contemplation of that which the lord has
revealed what a feeling of tenderness and love wells up
in our hearts in thinking that we are the children of god and
that we shall be bound together by ties that can never be
broken 61
wide spread and far reaching
how widespread

is

the

chain of the priesthood so often referred to by brigham young could now better be viewed as a network into
which all men and women can be brought as members of the
family of god while the limited view of salvation held before 1894 was possibly appropriate for a church confined to
the limits of the great basin the new understanding better
prepared the church to fulfill its mission to spread into all
the world in the new century
george Q cannon sermon in
p
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